Roger Spottiswoode's Terror Train

One of the most memorable sketches in the checkered history of Saturday Night Live was Anthony Perkins' commercial for "The Norman Bates School of Motel Management," with its multiple-choice questions designed to test one's fitness for a career in motel work: "If an attractive female guest loses the key to her room, should you (a) Give her the spare key (b) Let her in with the pass key (c) Hack her to death with a kitchen knife?"

If only we had known then that option (d) would become a whole sub-genre of the horror film, one that we could name after the daughter of the woman Norman Bates hacked to death with a kitchen knife twenty long years ago.

Terror Train is the latest example of the Jamie Lee Curtis film. Structurally, the Jamie Lee Curtis film works this way. 1) A deranged killer returns to either avenge a wrong or continue an interrupted killing spree. 2) He begins to track and kill a group of young people, generally women, whom he associates with his compulsion. 3) No one is left but the heroine, who pluckily but clumsily fights off his deprivations until she either kills him or is rescued by an aging character actor.

We can name this genre after the singularly sullen Miss Curtis because she has starred in three of them, including the genre's classic, Halloween. The leading character, however, can be played high-budget (Faye Dunaway in Eyes of Laura Mars), low-budget (Olivia Hussey in Black Christmas), or no-budget (Caitlin O'Hearne in He Knows You're Alone). Elements of the genre, an odd mating of Psycho with And Then There Were None, turn up all over the place, including Murder By Death, The Omen, The Brood, Dirty Harry, etc, but certain elements remain consistent. The killer is usually nameless and faceless, the events take place in isolation — as on the train in Terror Train, in the deserted small town of Halloween or in the sorority house during the holidays in Black Christmas — and the heroine is unfallingly an attractive young woman who is pursued through strange dark places (lest we forget, Jane Austen parodied that little number in Northanger Abbey, published in 1803).

Thus, when I planted myself, fully equipped with popcorn, coke and notepad, for a screening of Terror Train, I was prepared for minimal plot, bad acting, and at least forty minutes of gliding subjective camera work — a now-tired element of cinematic grammar that should have been retired the day John Carpenter wrapped Halloween. In other words, I was ready to screen a film like Prom Night, or He Knows You're Alone (an MGM release that not only cops most of Halloween, but plagiarizes The Silent Partner's most electrifying frisson, the severed head in the aquarium).

Fortunately, Terror Train is much better than that. Not great, but acceptable. Director Roger Spottiswoode, previously known for his editorial work for Peckinpah, Walter Hill and Karel Reisz, has avoided the stylistic cliché by having the camera stay still, a remarkable decision in a cast that has starred in three of them, including the genre's classic, Halloween.
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when you consider the possibilities offered by all those corridors. Perhaps they were using a camera too large to negotiate the space, or maybe director of photography John Alcott was still suffering from motion sickness after all the vertiginous, swooping movement in his last film, The Shining.

The story is pretty simple, despite a couple of truly bizarre plot twists. In their first year at college, the sweethearts of Sigma Phi played a rather gruesome sexual joke on a fellow freshman. Now, at their graduation party aboard an excursion train, the conspirators who planned the joke begin to be murdered by someone lurking on the train. Is it the Mephistophelean magician (a type-cast David Copperfield), or is he yet another red-herring in a plot that reeks of that fish.

While the film is well-shot and exceptionally edited (by Anne Henderson), the acting is nothing special. Ben Johnson, as the conductor, is himself and thus is pleasant Jamie Lee Curtis, the Hollywood child with her mother's eyes and her father's jaw, is again allowed to exploit her marked ability to scream. Hart Bochner (son of Lloyd) reprises his smirking big-man-on-campus role from Breaking Away, but seldom seems intelligent enough to play an incipient medical student.

Terror Train is certainly a well-packaged little thriller, and, given its saturated advertising budget, it will probably make a bundle for the boys at Astral. But it is really yet another example of the bareness of a genre's cupboard. Aside from Halloween, an extraordinarily rigorous and controlled formal exercise in point-of-view, none of the best horror films of recent years have had anything to do with the "hack'em to death with the kitchen knife" school of sadism. Rather, they have dealt with the body's rebellion against repression (Cronenberg's films), portrayed the imminent detonation of the nuclear family at ground zero (Carrie, The Shining), or attempted to project a legitimately surreal, dream-state (Phantasm).

Terror Train is, to use that most damning of critical phrases, "good of its kind." What is truly unfortunate is that this kind of genre gives us thrills by promising the brutal murder of defenseless young women. (Note Robin Wood's comments on Psycho's shower scene as surrogate rape.) It is a dead-end genre, which possesses neither honour nor value, and offers little possibility for growth.

John G. Harkness

The film opens in a rather deceptive traditional manner. A young couple has just tied the knot at Montreal's Palais de Justice and is on its way, with the bride's parents to her place of work where the wedding reception is to take place. They unload at an unlikely spot — a rather seedy bar-cum-strip joint, only to find the remains of the previous night's business untouched. In short, a mess, and nowhere any sight of imminent festivities.

The bride repairs hastily to the kitchen, where she finds her colleagues in a state of emotional disarray equal to the physical disarray of the premises: having refused to carry out their usual duties, they find themselves totally at loose ends. What ensues is an essentially plotless, tedious acting out of their confusion. The scene switches occasionally from kitchen to backyard, to bar, where a group of men, disoriented by the women's rebellion, eventually "examine" their own positions in a series of incredibly simplistic harangues reminiscent of sometime-Godard.

The trouble with all this delirium — rendered with minimal camera move-
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